Maryland Land Records Online
One advantage of researching Maryland ancestors is the wealth of data
available online. For example, https://mdlandrec.net/main/ contains deed
records from the beginning of the colony. For first time users, here is a step-bystep guide to find what you are seeking.
First, go to the site at the above link and set up a free account. After log in, you
will see a nondescript page that looks like this:

Select a county from the pull-down menu in the toolbar at the upper left. For
demonstration purposes, select Talbot County and the following will appear:

If you already have a book and page number from another index source, insert
them in the “Jump to new volume” section, click the “Go!” button, and the
selected page will pop up. If you do not have that information, you can search
for it in an index. To do that, select “Active indices” from the vertical list at the
left side of the page, and you will get this:

Toggle the box showing the “Series” of active indices to see the choices, shown
below. Click on one of those choices.

I selected the first index to find the earliest transactions. Then click the
“Search!” button on the right side of the “Series” box. The following page
appears showing four records to choose from … an early period for surnames
beginning with the letter A through K, an early period for L through Z, and
later periods for both.

Of the four, I wanted the first one to find early purchases by the Blake family.
Click on “MSA_CE92_1” in the far right column titled “Accession No.” on the

same row as the desired index. The first page of the index document appears as
below, with a “command” panel to the right of the image.

Here is where you must do a little guesswork. The index groups all the names
beginning with “A” into a chronological list beginning with Liber 1, page 1
through the end of that book. It then moves on to Liber 2, page 1 and so on
through Liber 50 (in this particular document). After that, the listing repeats
the process with names beginning with “B” at Liber 1, page 1, and so on
through the alphabet. Finding the list with the surname you want is where the
guesswork comes in. I was looking for “Blake,” so I needed to find where the
“B” list begins.
One alternative is to click on “Next” in the right-hand panel to page through the
index one page at a time. A faster approach is to guess a page number, insert it
in the “Jump to new page” in the box and click “Go!” You can then adjust from
that result to find the beginning of the list you need.
I found the first page of the “B” list at page 15 of the index document, which
looks like this:

Next, click on “View document in separate tab” at the top of the right-hand
panel. Clicking this button will open a new tab in your browser that gives a full
page width view, which is much easier to read, as shown below:

When you are finished copying the data you need, close the tab. Your computer
will revert to the previous tab showing the selected page with the panel on the
right side. Click the “Next” button on the panel to bring up the next page and
repeat the process of opening the document in a separate tab.
I scrolled through five index pages before finding the first Blake surname in
Liber 7. The entries looked like this:

As you can see from the above screen shot, the information is in five columns.
The first column shows the name of the “B” surnamed person who is a party to
a recorded transaction; the next column shows “to” or “from,” indicating the
indexed party was grantor or grantee, respectively; the third shows the name of
the other party; the fourth column lists the type of transaction or instrument;
and the last column has the page number in the deed book. The Liber/book
number is set out at the beginning of the list of entries and is not repeated at
each line. The entry I am interested in states: “Blake, Chas, Jr/from/Peter
Sayer & wife/Deed/102,” and the entries are all under Liber 7. I can now
return to the search page for Talbot County and insert 7 and 102 to find the
deed from the Sayers to the Blakes.
There are a couple of ways to get to that original search page. On the horizontal
toolbar at the top of this page, you can use the pull-down menu under “Select
New County” to pick Talbot County, or click “Home” and again select Talbot
County. Either way returns you to the screen where you can input the liber
and page number that you have just discovered. A shorter method is to click on
“Jump to New Volume” in the toolbar, and several boxes pop up for you to
insert the liber and page numbers.

Whichever way you get there, insert the book and page number, click “Go!”,
and, voilà, the deed in question pops up. The deed at book 7, page 102 shows
that on 20 Nov 1694, the gentleman Peter Sayer and his wife Frances of Talbot
County conveyed to Charles Blake, Jr. of Hampshire, England, 300 acres of
land in Talbot County on the east side of Eastern Bay for four score (80)
pounds.
The process is a slow slog at first, but it is well worth it. So far, I have been
through 28 pages of the deed index and found 38 entries involving a person
named Blake, including deeds, mortgages, and many manumissions of
enslaved people.
When I look for data in other states, I often regret they do not have the same
accessible information.

